About this issue

You will note that the squadrons and units are not evenly represented in the stories and letters to the editor in this issue. This is because we print from material our members send to us. In the picture pages, we have been able to do a better job as we can draw from the Association's collection. This too becomes difficult when certain units are not well represented in the albums. Members can always rectify this imbalance by submitting stories and letters for publication.

We want to emphasize too that more material is available from flight crews than from ground echelon cadres. Without a huge sack full of material the problem of equality exists here too.

There are several stories in this issue that could have used interior shots of the aircraft, so that readers not familiar with what a B-24 looks like inside would have a better idea of what the particular author is describing. Please forward any aircraft photos, or artwork that would enhance the quality of the Flyer.

Please take note that all members have the same rights and privileges within your Association, regardless of rank held in military service. Members sensitive to this issue should put their minds at rest.
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The Association welcomes stories, and photographs dealing with the Air War over Europe during WWII. Direct all inquiries to the Editor, Torretta Flyer, 1122 Ysabel St. Redondo Beach, CA 90277 Phone (213)-316-3330